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I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, techniques of differential topology and global analysis were intro- 
duced into the economics literature by Debreu [6] and Smale [20], [21]. The 
tools of differential topology enables us to investigate the local uniqueness and 
continuity of the economic equilibria as well as the existence problem, The 
existence problem has been extensively studied during the last 20 years (see 
Arrow and Hahn [2] for a comprehensive survey). The mathematical tools for 
the solution were provided by algebraic topology in the form of fixed point 
theorems. In this differential framework, one can also show that the equilibrium 
varies in a continuous and unique manner with respect to changes in the econo- 
mic data of the model. Debreu [6] investigated these equilibrium properties for 
classical pure exchange economies with a finite number of agents and a finite 
number of consumption goods. His analysis is restricted to finite dimensional 
spaces in the sense that an economy is specified by a point of finite dimensional 
commodity space. Smale [20] extended this finite dimensional case to the case of 
allowing each agent’s utility function to vary arbitrarily for the same type model 
as Debreu [6]. 
In this paper we consider an economic equilibrium model with externalities 
where each agent’s utility function depends on the state of the economy which is 
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specified by the allocations of each agent and also on a price system. This 
includes, as a special case, the Veblen-Scitovsky price influenced equilibrium 
models studied recently by Arrow and Hahn [2] and Kalman and Lin [I 11. 
McKenzie [ 131 was the first to prove explicitly the existence of equilibrium 
where each consumer’s preferences and each firm’s production depends on the 
allocation of resources among other consumers and firms. However, this did 
not include price influenced economies. Arrow and Hahn [2] and Laffont and 
Laroque [12] also study the existence of equilibrium for a MacKenzie type 
model. More recently, in the economics literature, Mas-Collel [15] and Shafer 
and Sonnenschein [19] prove the existence of pure exchange equilibrium with 
externalities without requiring complete or transitive preferences. Mantel [ 141 
applies the same idea to a model with the presence of a complex tax structure 
and public goods. 
Our approach, which differs from those of the above works on externalities, 
uses tools of differential topology to study the structure of the equilibria set. 
In particular, in addition to proving existence of equilibrium with externalities 
under certain assumptions (as in [13], [2], [12], [15], [19]), we also obtain local 
uniqueness and continuity of this equilibrium which are new results. In other 
words, under certain assumptions for “almost all” economies with externalities, 
there exists a finite number of equilibria which are stab1e.l 
Section II presents the basic model. In Section III we prove local uniqueness 
of equilibria for “almost all” economies using transversality theory [l] of dif- 
ferential topology without requiring any convexity assumptions on preferences. 
We also obtain continuity of equilibria with respect to the economic data of the 
model. Finally, in Section IV we prove existence of equilibrium for this model 
using degree theory [16] of differential topology. 
II. THE MODEL 
We consider a space of economies with 1 commodities and n agents. Let 
P = {z ERCZ, > 0,~' = l,..., Z} be the commodity space where xh E P is the 
consumption bundle of agent h (h = l,..., n). Let S = {p E P: C:,,pl = l} be 
the price space. 
A state of an economy is a pair (~,p) E P" x S where x = (xl,..., x”). We 
denote the product space Pn x S as the state space. For each agent h, xh is the 
choice variable and ($,p) = (x1 ,..., xh-i, xh+l ,..., xn,p) E Pn-l x S is the 
parameter vector which influences his/her decision making. The preferences 
of agent h can be represented by a real-valued function defined on the state space, 
1 Recently, Fuchs and Laroque [8] obtained local uniqueness and stabihty of equilibria 
for a McKenzie type model using a demand function approach. We study utility functions 
directly and do not require well defined demand functions and our methods of proofs 
differ. 
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i.e., uh: P” .< S - R. In other words, we allow the preference of each agent to 
depend not only on his own consumptions but also on the consumptions of 
others and the price systems. We assume uh E C1(Pn x S, R) and for every 
parameter vector (9, p) E Pn-l X S, uh(., gh, p) E C2(P, R).2 For a given para- 
meter vector (9, p), we assume further that u”(., 3, p) satisfies a monotonicity 
assumption independent of the parameters (Zh, p). We let X” E P be the resource 
endowment of agent h. Denote II = (u’ ,..., u”) and x = (9 ,..., 3’) E P”. An 
econoq E is a list of utility functions (which depend on the state) and resource 
endowments i.e., E = (u, x). Formally, we assume that each agent h in the 
economy E satisfies 
A. I. (Boundary condition). For any parameter vector (P, p) E P” l ‘k: S, 
u”( ., dh, p) m1 (c) C P for every c E R, and 
A.2. (Monotonicity). D,u~(x, p) is the derivative with respect to the 
hth coordinate of vector .Y.~ 
Let J)/ = #(Pri x S, R) = {uh E C1(Pn x S, R): u”(., WV, p) E C*(P, R) for 
every (Zh, p), and satisfies (A.l), (A.2)). % . is called the space of utility~functions 
for every agent h. For a special case of 4V, we also consider a subspace of utilit! 
functions which possess a convexity property with respect to an agent’s own 
consumptions, i.e., 
a,, = [u” E #(PTL \ S, R): Dh2u”(x, p) j {U E R’: 21 D,u~(x, p) = 0) is negative 
definite for each (x, p) E P” x S}, 
where D,12~h(~,p) is a bilinear symmetric form of u”(s,p) with respect to .vh. 
Since the endowment as well as its distribution of each agent are also allowed 
to vary in the commodity space P, the economic characteristics of our model are 
completely specified by the product space (9Y x P)“. Let 6 = (“/( ,< P)” be 
the space of economies and an economy E = (u, 3) E 6. In particular, d,, =- 
(JtiO Y P)?t is a space of convex economies. Clearly, (: and L,, are infinite dimen- 
sional spaces. We shall consider two different topologies on C for different 
purposes. For dealing with “generic” properties as we do in the next section, 
the most useful topology on 8, which we call the “Whitney” topology is defined 
by the product of the induced Whitney Cl topoligy on 44’” and the induced usual 
topology on PrL, provided the space C2(P, R) is endowed with the Whitney C” 
topology. Toward proving the existence theorem, the “compact-open” topology 
on d is then defined by replacing the Whitney C1 topology and Whitney c” 
L C”(X, Y) denotes the space of k times continuously differentlahle functions from a 
topological space X to a topological space Y. 
B u*(., .P,P)--I(C) means the closure of the indlfference surface u*(., P, p) ‘(c) m P. 
Loosely spedkmg, A.1 states that the indifference surfaces never intersect the boundary 
of commodity space and A.2 claims that every commodity is dewed by every agent for 
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by the Cl compact-open topology and the C2 compact-open topology on 
S, R) and C2(P, R), respectively.4 
For any economy E = (II, X) E 8, the budget set of agent h at a prevailing 
price system p E S is denoted as usual by B*(p, Xk) = (x” E P: p . xh = p .5?}. 
Now we are in a position to define two concepts of equilibrium. For every 
economy E E 6; a classical equilibrlum is a state (x, p) with xi=, xh = & X” 
and xh is a maximal point of uh(., 9, p) restricted to the budget set B*(p, x”) 
for every h. Given (nh, p), a maximal point of @(., fh, p) restricted to Bh(p, x”) 
is also a critical point5 of it. For a given parameter vector (Zh, p), the condition 
for ,xk to be a critical point of &( ., fh, p) restricted to Bk(p, Sk) can be written as 
D,u~(x, p) = hhp where hh is the Lagrangian multiplier of h. To avoid Xk in the 
model, we substitute hk = 1 D,&(~,p)l where 
I DkUk(X>p)l = j$ (x,P)* 
1 
It is obvious that Ah > 0 by A.2. We formally define the set of classical equilibria 
for EEB as 
H/(E) = ‘(x, p) E Pn x S: uk(x, p) is maximized, px” = pXh, h = l,..., n, 
1 
and 2 xh = f %k I 
k=l k=l \’ 
and the set of extended equilibria6 for E E & as 
@(E) = (x, p) E P” x S: Dkuh(x, p) = I D,u~(x, p)I .p, pxh = ~9, h = l,..., 11, 
and i xh = i %k 
k=l h=l 
* For a definition of Whitney CL topology and CL compact-open topology on Ck(X, Y), 
see Hirsch [9] and Smale [20]. 
5 If f: X -+ Y is class C’, a point x E X is a regular point off if Df(x): T,X + T,Y is 
surjective with y = f(x) where Df(x) represents the derivative of the mapf computed 
at x, which is a linear map from the tangent space of X at x to the tangent space of Y at y, 
denoted by T,X and T,Y, respectively. If Df( x is not surjective, x is a critical point off. ) 
y is called a regular value if every x off’ is a regular point. y is a critical value if at 
least one x E f-‘( y) is a critical point. 
6 This concept was first used by Smale in [20] for a different model. From an economic 
viewpoint, this concept is of little interest. However, it is useful since it can be used as a 
tool to derive economically interesting results for properties of classical equilibria. 
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Since the condition pxn = PX* can be obtained from pxh 
and Ez=t .xh = Ci=, gh, the set of extended equilibria 
rewritten as 
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=ps,ll = l,...,n - I, 
for every E E 8 can be 
CD(E) :- 1(x, p) E P” Y s: D,uh(x,p) = / D,Uh(X, p)i . p, 11 =- I )..., n, psh == p<t;“, 
n 
II I ,..., n - I, and i Xt~ = c ,2”tl) 
h=l h-l \ . 
For every economy E = (u, E) E 6, we define a map #F-z P x S + I’! 
R,r J I&l bv 
Icls(x, P) = ( D,U’yX, p) - ( D,Uh(X, p)/ . p, h 1 I )..., n; pz” - px”, 
n 
11 = I,..., n- 1; c Xh- 
h=l 
where 
Obviously, #E E C1(Pn 2: S, In x IF-l) since for every h, uh E Ci(P v S, R) 
and &(., fh, p) E P(P, R) for every (Zh, p). By definition of Q(E), we have 
Q(E) == #il(0) and IV(E) C #il(0) for every E E 6. That is, if (x, p) is a classical 
equilibrium, it is an extended equilibrium, and the C’ map z,!J~ vanishes at 
(s, p). It is clear that W’(E) = $-,‘(O) f or every convex economy, i.e., E E b,, 
Furthermore, @(E) is closed in Pn x S since Q(E) = I,!J;~(O) and $J~ is Cl. By 
the boundary condition A.1 and monotonicity assumption A.2, we have the 
following 
PROPOSITION 1. Q(E) is a compact subset in P” v S for every E E t . 
III. LOCAL UNIQUENESS AND CONTINVITY OF EQUILIBRIA 
In this section we prove local uniqueness and continuity of extended and 
classical equilibria for “almost all” economies in 6, which is defined by a 
transversality condition on #E below. Actually, we apply the concept of trans- 
versalitv only in the very special sense. That is, f E Cl(X, Y) is transversal to J’ 
denoted f 4 J if either y # .f( x ) f or all s or Of(x) [ T,X] = T,E’ for all .y E f ~-l(y), 
which is to say that 3’ is a regular value 0f.f. In fact, f is regular if and only if 
f 4 J’ for every JJ E I’. We need a few more definitions. An element E E 6 is 
called a regular econom,v if and only if the associated map PE is transversal to the 
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origin, i.e., $e $0. Moreover, the space of regular economies is denoted by the 
set .%=(EE~?:&I$O} and the space of convex regular economies is g,, = 
w n Go. By a theorem of differential topology (for instance, [l], p. 45), 
#ii(O) = @(E) is a Cr submanifold of Pn x S for every E E 9%‘. In view of the 
space of economies 6, we have 
PROPOSITION 2. 9 is open and dense in d with respect to the “Whitney” 
topology dejked on 6.’ 
Proof. Since P and S are locally compact, we let {K,} and {L,} be the sequen- 
ces of compact subsets in P and S respectively, such that K, C K,+1 , L, CL,,, 
and P = UK, , S = uL, . For each uh E CI(Pn x S, R), let uEh = uh / K,” x 
L, E C1(K,” x L, , R). The spaces Cl(K,” x L, , R) are Banach spaces (see [I], 
p. 24). Moreover, they are metrizable and separable, hence they are second 
countable. It is easy to see that the space C1(Pn x S, R) is the inverse limits 
of the sequence {Cl(K,” x L, , R), fa}. That is, 
fa: C1(K,” x L, , R) + Cl(K,“_, x L,-, , R) 
defined by fti(uuh) = z&r = uEh 1 Kf-, x L,-, is clearly continuous. Define 
6&m = (ah E C1(K,ll x L, , R): u,“(., Zh, p) E Cz(K, , R) for every (nh, p), and 
A. 1, A.2 are satisfied}, and gE = (aa x P>“. Then @ and d are the inverse limit 
spaces of the sequences {@a ,f:} and {d’& , gal} respectively, where f L = fa j @N , 
g,: gE -+ gUPl defined by 
g, = (fE’,...,fE’, id) 
n times 
and id, the identity map, from P” to P”. Clearly, e?# is a Cl (Banach) manifold 
and second countable. Define the sequence {LZ~ , g:} as ,%?a = (E, E G?~,: #e, 401, 
gi = g, j gE and #E, = I+!I~ 1 Ksn x L, . Then g is the inverse limit of {ga , g:}. 
We now claim that gN is open and dense in &a for each a. We apply the Trans- 
versal Density Theorem 19.1 of [I], p. 48. Conditions (I), (2) and (3) of 19.1 
are satisfied. We need to check condition (4) of Theorem 19.1 of [l]. First, let 
&: Em x KNn x L, + In x Rn+l-l defined by #JEoL , x, p) = #e (x, p) for each 
E, E G?~ and (x, p) E K,” x L, be the evaluation map of #Em . It is=clear that $, is 
’ The density and openness of 9 in I implies that any economy can be approximated 
by a regular economy and any regular economy is still regular under small perturbations 
of economic data in the model. 
s Let X, be a topological space and f, be a continuous map from X, into X,-i , for 
each LY. The sequence {X, ,f,} is called an inverse limit sequence. The inverse limit 
space of the sequence {X, ,f,} is the following subset of fl,X, : X = {x E Is,X, : 
f-(x,) = x,-i for each LY and xol E X, , -r,-, E X,-i) (see [23] for its formal definition and 
properties). 
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Cl (for instance, see [I], p. 25). W e g o on to prove that +E 4 0. By definition, 
z,ha: G”, x K,” x L, --f I” x Rn+l-l is given by 
$,(E, ) x, p) = DhUah(X, p) - j D&yx, p)i . p, h = I )..., n; p.2’” - px”, 
h = l,..., n - 1; /$, Xh - f x”), 
h=l 
Its derivative 
at (E, , x, p) is defined by 
- il $fi,. , Y = I,..., 1, h = I,..., II, 
where 
(& > 4 b) E T(EU,7.D) (6, x K*” ,c L,) 
and L$ = (zi,, , a). Without loss of generality, we take 8% =-- (0, .?) and 2 =.- 0, 
then 
p(.P - x”) + p,?, h I-: l)..., n - 1 ; f UP 
h=l 
i 
For each (u, 6, c) E T* I (k:,,+.p)(171 x R”+[-1) with a -2 (al,..., a’() E T* _I tE ,< 1)j(I’1), 1’ 3 
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b = (bl,..., P-1) E Rn-l and c = (ci ,..., CJ E R1, there exists ((0, s), O,$J) E 
%,,e,d (&a x K,” x L,) such that D#,(E, , x, p) ((0, a), 0,j) = (a, b, c) since 
i akh = 0 
k=l 
’ g+ 
for each h and p # 0. Therefore D#,(E, , x, p) is surjective on Tti,(E,,z,~~(ln X 
Rn+l-l). In particular, $ 4 0. Th is shows that condition (4) of the Transversal 
Density Theorem 19.1 of [ 1] is satisfied. Hence gU is dense in 6, . The openness 
of Be in d, follows from the Openness of Transversal Intersection Theorem 18.2 
of [I], p. 47. 
Let r,: d ---f 6’= for every 01 be the canonical restriction maps. To prove that W 
is open and dense in 6 with respect to the “Whitney” topology, we first claim 
that r;‘(gJ is dense in & with respect to the “Whitney” topology. We note that 
r, is not an open map with respect to the “Whitney” topology on 6. But in fact, 
we do not need the openness of r, , and it would suffice if we know that the 
image of an open set of G under r, contains an open set of Eti . Let N(E) = 
Nf(u) x N(Z) be a neighborhood of E = (u, Z) in 6 with respect to the 
“Whitney” topology, where N(Z) is an usual neighborhood of x in P and 
NC(u) = {u’ E W: 11 Dkuh(x, p) - Dhuh’(x, p)11 < ch(x, p) for all (x, p) E P” x S, 
R = 0, 1 and h = I,..., n> with l h: Pn x S + R being a positive continuous 
function for each h. As we discuss earlier, r,(N(E)) C cFu is not an open set in 
general. However, if we shrink N(E) to a neighborhood N*(E) = N6(u) x N(s) 
with ah < l h and ah: P” x S + R is a positive continuous function and increas- 
ing with respect to x/b E P for every h, it is obvious that for every EL = (u: , x’) E 
N$(E,) = N:(u,) x N(x), u,h’ can be extended to a function uh’ ES with 
hJ = uh’ 1 Ken x L, for every h, where NUs(uJ = {ui E emn: /j Dkuah(x, p) - 
>h*t’(x, p)ii < ?P(x, p) for every (x, p) E Kan x L, , K = 0, 1, and h = I,..., n}. 
Hence r,(N*(E)) = N,“(&) is open in 6, and consequently r,(N(E)) contains 
an open set. Together with the fact that %a is dense in, &Fe , we have r,(N(E)) n 
3’U # 4. This means that there exists an E’ E N(E) such that r,(F) E .5& or 
E’ E r;‘(B’J. Hence N(E) n ~;‘(95’J i: 4, or equivalently ~;‘(3’~) is dense in t”. 
By definition, W = fiti r~‘(.%?~). Therefore, 6%’ is dense in c” with respect to the 
“Whitney” topology since & is a Baire space. Moreover, if E E W, then by 
definition, E, E 5?a with gi(E,) = Eeml for each 01. Since Bm is open in &a , there 
exists a neighborhood N,(E,) = Nn’(uJ x N(x) of E, in 6Fe with N,(EJ C BE for 
each 0~. In particular, NoG(uJ = {u: E eXn: /j Dkuah(x, p) - DGf(x, p)Ij < 
•,~(x, p) for every (x,p) E K,‘” x L, , k = 0, 1 and h = I,..., n}, where l ah: Ken x 
L, -+ R is a positive continuous function for every h. We now choose a positive 
continuous function Sh: P71 x S - R with Sh(x, p) < E,~(x, p) for every (x, p) E 
K,” x L, and all (Y. Then N*(E) = NS(u) x N(n) is a neighborhood of E in d 
and N*(E) C W. Hence the openness of g in &‘ follows with respect to the 
“Whitney” topology. Q.E.D. 
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For every regular economy E E 9, we have I/J~ 4 0. By the openness property 
of d, I/J&, I+ 0 for E’ E W sufficiently near E. One might expect that for E’ near 
E, #i:(O) and t,!~,l(O) are close to each other. In other words, we have 
THEOREM 1. The extended equilibrium correspondence @ defined by @(E) :- 
Q!J,~(O) for every E E 9 is continuous, i.e., it is stable for every E E 9, with respect 
to the “Whitney” topology. 
Prooj. JVe know that #J, is Cl. Moreover, for every Ek E 9, , #Fy is a Cl local 
ditieomorphism by the inverse function theorem since L)#J~,~(x, p): Tc,,,)(k;” _I 
L,) + T~,,c,,,D,(ZT~ ‘< Rn~&l-l) with (s, p) E #i:(O) is an isomorphism (see [16]). 
Hence, the stability property of the map @, = @ .‘A,, --f P” S follows from 
an application of the implicit function theorem on the evaluation map +!J,, That 
is, there exist neighborhoods N&E,) of E, E gti and 1_ of (x, p) E K,” * L,, C 
P’i S, and a Cl function t,>: Ai,(&) - 1* such that I,!J,(E~ , t&E:)) = 0 for 
ever!- 1:: E A7JE,) and (*(En,) = (x, p). Since @,- l(E,. 1) C @,,(EJ for every IL, 
wc ha\-e the following diagram 
which is commutative, i.e., [tie1 0 gh 1 fi,(E,) = id 3 6, for every N. This implies 
that for each E E W there is a continuous function [: N*(E) --z r such that 
$(E’, [(E’)) := 0 for every E’ E N*(E) and t(E) = (x,p), where X*(E) is a 
neighborhood as described in the proof of Proposition 2. Hence the extended 
equilibrium correspondence @ is stable for every E E 3 with respect to the 
“Whitney” topology. QED. 
C’OROLLART 1. The classical equilibrium correspondence defined on the space 
of convex regular economies is continuous. That is, W(E) is stable.for ever? E E .3’,, 
zL)ith rrspect to the “Whitney” topology. 
As an application of Theorem 1 and Corollary I, we note that the space of 
exchange economies without externalities described in [20] appears as a subset 
of G. the space of economies with externalities. That is, let G, denote the space 
of economies without external effects, so &, C 8 since utility functions for every 
agent h, u “: P” x S 4 R are constant along PU-l K 5’. Given E E 9?I C 6, , a 
regular economy without external effects, and a family of regular economies 
with externalities {,?+I such that EQ converges to E, we have by continuity ot 
stability of @ defined on W, @(Eq) converges to @(E) continuously, which is the 
equilibrium set of an exchange economy without external effects. This asserts 
the continuity of extended equilibria for economies with vanishing external 
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effects. By the same argument applied on W, one gets the continuity of classical 
equilibria for convex economies with vanishing external effects (see [8] and 
compare). 
Next, we prove local uniqueness of the equilibria for an open and dense subset 
W of the space of all economies & with respect to the “Whitney” topology. 
THEOREM 2. For every regular economy E = (II, X) E 9, the extended equili- 
brium set Q(E) is a jnite set. 
Proof. Since Q(E) = $;l(O) is compact for every E E E by Proposition 1, 
and #il(0) is a submanifold with zero dimension if E E 9, we have @(E) is a 
finite set. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. For every regular economy E E 9, the classical equilibrium set 
W(E) is also a finite set. 
Remark 1. As in [20] the local uniqueness and stability of equilibria can 
be obtained under weaker conditions. In particular, there is no need to assume 
boundary condition A.l. Proposition 1 now is not true, but still Q(E) is closed 
in Pn x S. Hence, Q(E) and W(E) are locally unique for every E E g. In other 
words, for every E E W, Q(E) and W(E) are discrete sets in Pn x S. Finiteness 
is a fairly strong conclusion which follows from a boundary condition imposed 
on the commodity space for every agent in the economy. 
IV. EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIUM 
Although the number of extended or classical equilibria for every regular 
economy E is finite, it is possible that D(E) or W(E) is an empty set. To show 
Q(E) # o and W(E) # @, we first prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 3. There exists a regular convex economy which has unique 
equilibrium. 
Proof. We prove this proposition by considering a nonempty subset of %!,, 
for each agent, which contains additive separable utility functions with respect 
to xl,..., xn and p, denoted by es0 C %s C9. Define G?~,, = (%s0 x P)“, then 
6’,, C 8, C cf. For an E = (u, X) E b,,, , let x be an equilibrium allocation (this is 
possible if we choose E = (u, X) with u1 = ... = un, 9 = ... = x”). Then, by 
the continuous differentiability and monotonicity of uh for every h, there exists 
a unique p* E S such that h(Z, p*) = 0. In particular, 
Dhuh(%, p*) = 1 D,uh(% P*)l ‘I’* 
for every agent h. Since uh E “r/,, , by a well known result of consumer theory on 
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convex preferences (for instance, see [17]), p*xh > p*sh for every h with 
xh f %h and I,&(x, p*) = 0. This is a selfcontradiction. Hence (5, p*) is a unique 
equilibrium for E. Furthermore, the derivative matrix of #s has rank In + I - 1 
at (5,~“). This follows from the fact that for each agent h, ~ &Uh(%,p*)l 3, 0 
and Dh3u”(3, p*) as a bilinear symmetric form on the space (z* E Rz: v . &Uh(%, 
p”) -7 0: is negative definite. Hence E = (u, %) E 9’. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. There exists extended equilibrium for ezery economy, i.e., 
@(E) ’ forallEE8. 
Proof. First, we check & is arcwise connected. Let E, E’ E G, we construct 
Ef tE {~(I -t)E’ for t~[O,l],i.e.,Ef==(ut,%t)=(tu+(l -t)u’,t%$- 
(1 - t) 2’). By the “compact-open” topology given on 4, # E C1(pn x S, R), 
.+ E P for every h. Moreover, uhf satisfies A.1 and A.2. Thus Et = (uf, 9) E G’. 
From Proposition 1, we have the extended equilibrium manifold #il(0) is 
compact in P” x S. Therefore, the Brouwer degree is defined (see [16]). If 
E E s’, the degree of the map #s is equal to the algebraic sum of the orientations 
(see [ 161) of the elements of $il(O). Let deg +E denote the degree of map #E . 
By Proposition 3, there exists E E W, C 6, deg lCre is one. Finally, the Brouwer 
degree is a homotopy invariant, so that deg 4s is one for every E E 8. This 
implies that Q(E) = #;l(O) # o for every E E R. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. For every convex economy there is a classical equilibrium, i.e., 
W(E) - for all E E 6, . 
Proof. It follows directly from W(E) = #;l(O) for every E E 6, . Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. It is obvious from the definition of Brouwer degree, Q(E) and 
W(E) have an odd number of elements for every E E g and E E W, , respectively. 
In particular, if the sign of the determinant of the non-singular matrix of the 
derivatives of #E at (x, p) with rank In + I - I were constant for every (x, p) E 
#j’(O), there is only one extended or classical equilibrium for E in G or C,, . 
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